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SCENE 01 (01:11)

ROBOTNIK
An object of beauty. Don’t you agree, Snively?

SNIVELY
Very lovely, sir

ROBOTNIK
Within 24 hours I will control every inch of this planet. Every. Inch. The dream begins.

ROBOTNIK
Now that is beautiful music, Snively.

SNIVELY
Beautiful, sir.

SCENE 02 (02:07)

SONIC
How much longer, Rote?

ROTOR
Nearly done, Sonic. Ready!

SONIC
What’s the target?

ROTOR
That pile of scrap metal.

SONIC
I’ll give it the ol’ fast ball.
ROTOR
Whoa!

SONIC
Man! Way cool, Rote! How many of those balloons can you make?
ROTOR
About twenty-five.

SONIC
Rote, I guarantee they’re gonna do some serious damage to Ro-butt-nik’s Doomsday machine.
Ooh, I’m gonna check the lookouts. Later Rote!

SCENE 03 (02:50)

ANTOINE
(Snoring) Ah, Princess Sally I love you.

ANTOINE (02:47)
(Snoring) **UNKNOWN**

SONIC
Oh man, if brains had hair he’d be a cue ball. Yo, Ant!

ANTOINE
(Squeals and falls out the tree.)

SONIC
Ant!

ANTOINE
Oh, my goodies. Are you the Angels?

SONIC
Oh, man.

ANTOINE
I am leaving?

SONIC
Unfortunately.
ANTOINE
Ah! Oui, oui! Ha, ohh! I am not squished like rug. Thank goodness to me.

SONIC
Whoa! What’s up with this!

ANTOINE
What is this terrible thing?

SONIC
A Doomsday Pod! Ro-butt-nik suckered us.

SONIC
Sound the alarm, Ant.

ANTOINE
Oui! Oui!

ROTOR
Sonic! What’s...?

SONIC
Doomsday Pods in the meadow! Wasting the whole place!

ROTOR
But the report said next week.

SONIC
Rote! I need a metal-eating balloon mondo-pronto.

SONIC
Oh man! Rote! Let’s get...

ROTOR
But Sonic... Oh no. My work shop!

SONIC
Gimme one of those balloons.

SONIC
adios* pod breath.

*adios is Spanish for ‘farewell’.
SONIC
Yes!

SCENE 04 (04:37)

SALLY
The other freedom fighter groups have been on alert for weeks. It won’t take long for them get here.

SONIC
It won’t take long for those pods to wipe everything out, either.

SONIC
Any idea how many pods Ro-butt-nik can launch, Sal?

SALLY
Nicole, show us the Doomsday machine.

NICOLE
Accessing, Sally.

SONIC
Hundreds?!

SALLY
Internal schematic.
Pod launch area, please Nicole.
Capabilities, please Nicole.

SALLY
I checked the schematics we took from Robotnik and the best I can calculate... The Doomsday machine can release hundreds of pods.

SONIC
Hundreds?!

SALLY
Every hour. The tunnels reach all over the planet.

SONIC
Aww man! So there’s already hundreds out there?

SALLY
At least.
SONIC
We’ve gotta move. Fast!

SCENE 05 (05:24)

SALLY
If most of our forces strike here...
Oh, they’re here! Sonic? This is Pallo and Dirk, leaders of the southern and eastern freedom fighters.

SONIC
What’s up, guys?

DULCY
Sally! We got the photos. It looks pretty bad.

SALLY
Thanks, Dulcy.

SONIC
Definitely not cool.

ARI
A straight assault won’t work, Princess. We’d never get past the security.

SALLY
Hmm. You’re right, Ari.
Let’s switch to plan B.

SCENE 06 (05:53)

ARI
Are we close, Dulcy?

DULCY
We should be.
There it is! Going down!

SALLY
Fifteen seconds...
fourteen...
thirteen...
twelve seconds...

LUPE
We’re on schedule, Ari. Ten seconds.
Nine...
Eight...

SONIC
Let’s do it to it.

ROBOTNIK
(Laughs) I see our guests have arrived. How very appropriate. A dummy diversion. We’ll let them get in. We can’t make it look too easy, Snively. Alert the ground forces!

SALLY
That’s the spot, Sonic.

SONIC
Okay. Get ready to jam!

SCENE 07 (07:17)

SNIVELY
Sir. Sir! They’re inside the machine. Shall I alert the forces?

ROBOTNIK
Oh, no no no, Snively. Let them explore. Perhaps they’ll find my... little surprise.

SNIVELY
Your stupidity will ruin everything, you ugly boil.

ROBOTNIK
What... was that, Snively?

SNIVELY
I said the Doomsday machine’s going to need more oil, sir.

ROBOT
Freeze, intruders. Hands behind your heads.

SALLY
Anything?
SONIC
Couple tech-bots. No prob. Long as Ant doesn’t trip over anything.

BUNNIE
Like his feet.

ANTOINE
What is being wrong with my feet?

BUNNIE
Put a sock in it, Antoine! Shhh

SONIC
Wait. I’ll check it out.

BUNNIE
Watch it, Ant!

SONIC
No prob! Let’s... What’s with the balls? Whoa. Ow! Man! Now your ticking me off.

SALLY
Sonic! They’re sensing your motion!

SONIC
Ow! You already got me there. Motion, huh? I’ll give ‘em some motion. Juice time!

SALLY
Sonic! Are you alright?

SONIC
Man, now I know how a bug zapper feels.

SCENE 07 (09:20)

ROBOT
Freeze, intruders. You are surrounded.

SONIC
We gotta stop this.

SALLY
Switch to com mode, Nicole.

NICOLE
Com mode active. Scrambled channel open.

SALLY
Squad two report.
Squad three report.

NICOLE
No response, Sally.

BUNNIE
That sure doesn’t sound good.

ANTOINE
Perhaps they have been captivated?

SALLY
I think you’re right, Antoine. We’re on our own.

SONIC
Wrong, Sal. I’m on my own.

SALLY
Sonic, you’re not -

SONIC
Come on, Sal. The plan’s blown. You gotta get out of here.

SALLY
Uh huh.
And what will you do?

SONIC
What I do best. Wing it! You guys ride a pod out.
SNIVEY
Sir, shall I seal the launch tunnel door?

ROBOTNIK
No, Snively. Let them go. I only want the hedgehog.

SNIVELY
Bu-bu-but, sir, I don’t understand. The hedgehog –

ROBOTNIK
What! Are you implying the hedgehog is a match for me, Snively?!

SNIVELY
Oh, perish the thought, sir.

ROBOTNIK
There are many things you know nothing about, you little twit! Now open the skylight, Snively.

SNIVELY
Yes, sir!

COMPUTER
Five...

ROBOTNIK
I really hate that hedgehog.

COMPUTER
Four...
Three...
Two...
One...
Zero...

SNIVELY
I have a bad feeling about this.

SCENE 08 (10:59)
SALLY
Sonic, I want to help.

SALLY
This is power time, Sal. You’ll slow me down.

BUNNIE
He’s right, Sally-girl. C’mon.

SALLY
Here, you’ll need Nicole. Good luck, Sonic.

SONIC
Later.
You and me, babe. Show me some pictures.

NICOLE
No prob, blue streak my man.

SONIC
Man! That’s no help. We are we?

NICOLE
You are here, my main hedgehog.

SONIC
Cool! Now show me the main control room.

NICOLE
You got it.

SCENE 09 (11:36)

SONIC
Man, this isn’t cool. Round guy’s messing with me again. Gotta go for it.
Light up time!
Whew.
Do it to it, Nicole!

NICOLE
Heat’s on, Sonic.
SONIC
Yeah. Yeah! Hot stuff.
Adios, Doomsday machine!
Whoa. Not cool.

ROBOTNIK
So, hedgehog. How do you like my new diamond glass dome?

SONIC
It stinks, Ro-butt-nik!

ROBOTNIK
Does it indeed? Well, then, perhaps we need some ventilation.

SONIC
Hey!
Oh, bad news.

ROBOTNIK
I’m afraid you can’t escape, hedgehog. Oh, I’m almost sorry that it’s over.
If nothing else you have been a most worthy adversary.
But! In every game there are winners and there are losers. And as you know in this game...
Losers.
Get.
Roboticized!

SONIC
No!

SCENE 10 (22:44)

ROBOTNIK
Oh my. Yes.
A Power Ring won’t help, hedgehog. Poor boy.
You see I designed this roboticizer just for you.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes!
This is unbelievable. This can’t be happening!
Hedgehog!

SONIC
Outta here!
ROBOTNIK
Snively!

SNIVELY
The fool should have listened to me. But nooo-ooo!

SCENE 11 (15:27)

SALLY
Here he comes!

SONIC
Yeah!

TAILS
Sonic! Sonic, did ya do it?

ANTOINE
You are making the big boom-boom?

TAILS
Did ya, Sonic? Did ya?

SONIC
Sorry guys. Didn’t happen.

ANTOINE
Oh no! We are doom-ed!

SALLY
You did your best, Sonic.

TAILS
Now what do we do?

SONIC
Don’t know, T-2. I’m clueless.

UNCLE CHUCK
One thing’s for sure, we can’t give up. There must be a way.
SONIC
Don’t know about that either. The control room’s covered with something called diamond glass.
    Tough stuff.

UNCLE CHUCK
There is still one possibility.

TAILS
What, Uncle Chuck?

UNCLE CHUCK
The Deep Power Stones!

SONIC
No go, Unc. We only have one. Ro-butt-nik’s got the other.

UNCLE CHUCK
Not after you take it from him.

SCENE 12 (15:22)

SONIC
Cool. They’re all at Doomsday.
    Can we pick up the pace, Nicole?

NICOLE
Just chill, Sonic. You’re stressing me.
    Open sesame.

SONIC
Way past, Nicole!
    Nothing!

NICOLE
We keep looking, right?

SONIC
Right.

NICOLE
Sonic. Stop.
SONIC
Say what?

NICOLE
Back it up.

SONIC
Way cool, Nicole.

SALLY
The pod took a steep drop at first. Maybe three-hundred metres.

UNCLE CHUCK
That could be a problem.

SONIC
We got it!

SALLY
Sonic? We have a plan.

SCENE 13 (16:17)

NICOLE
Chill here, Sonic. You’re right above it.

SONIC
Huh?

SALLY
Supply check. Metal eating balloon.

SONIC
Last one.

SALLY
Deep Power Stones.

SONIC and SALLY
Check.

SALLY
Okay. Now remember once we connect the stones we have-
SONIC
Whoa, Sal. What’s this ‘we’ stuff?

SALLY
Because I am going with you.

SONIC
No way, Sal. You-

SALLY
‘We’ are in this together, Sonic Hedgehog. How ever it ends. Check?

SONIC
Check.
Hold on! We’re going down.

SALLY
Okay, now we-
Gosh, a Pod!

SONIC
No prob!

SALLY
One minute before the next one.

SONIC
Piece of cake.
Hang on!

SALLY
Sonic! We have no idea how big the explosion will be. What if it destroys more than Dooms-
day?

SONIC
Like what?

SALLY
Like the whole planet.
SONIC
Not cool. What else can we do?
Got it! What if we put ‘em together the other way?

SALLY
‘Incredible power’... Yes! It could work! Nicole, analyses please.

SNIVELY
Sir, Sir! The hedgehog is back!

ROBOTNIK
What? How did they ever... The Power Stones!
All Swat-bots deploy to the brain room. I want those stones!

NICOLE
The power is identical to that of Power Rings, but greatly amplified.

SALLY
Greatly amplified? How much?

NICOLE
Ten thousand times.

SALLY
Isn’t that dangerous?

NICOLE
The possibility for danger does exist, Sally.

SONIC
Hey, this whole place is dangerous.

SALLY
You’re right, Sonic. We have to try.

SWAT-BOTS
Hedgehog alert! Hedgehog alert! Turn over the Power Stones.

SONIC
Come and get ‘em, Swat-butts!
SWAT-BOTS
Freeze, intruders.
Turn over the Power Stones.
Freeze intruders.
Turn over the Power Stones.
Turn over the Power Stones.

SONIC
Whoa.

SALLY
So this is what Power Rings feel like.
Wow. Let’s do it to it!

SWAT-BOTS
Priority Hedgehog. Surrender.
Turn over the Power Stones.

SNIVELY
Sir?

ROBOTNIK
Shut up, Snively!
Hedgehog!

SNIVELY
Bu-bu-but, sir! Wait for-

ROBOTNIK
Only room for one, Snively.

SNIVELY
You don’t give me enough credit, Julian!

DIRK
Let’s go. Let’s go!

ROBOTNIK
I really hate that hedgehog.
I hate him. I Hate him. Hate him!
Hate. Hate. Hate. Hate!

SONIC
Alright! Way past cool! Robotnik’s gone!

SALLY
I don’t believe this! Sonic, we actually did it!

SALLY
Wow. If a high-five does that, what happens with a kiss?

SONIC
Whoa-whoa whoa whoa-whoa! I don’t wanna find out. Out of here!

SONIC
No more Ro-butt-nik. Too bad.

SALLY
What? Too bad?

SALLY
Hey, without a villain what’re heroes gonna do?

SALLY
You’ll always be my hero, Sonic Hedgehog.

FREEDOM FIGHTERS
(Cheer ‘Freedom, freedom...’)

SNIVELY
Yes! The Big Round Guy finally let Sonic defeat him.
Well don’t celebrate too soon, Hedgehog.
Now, it’s my turn. And I’m not alone!